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Description

4Cabling Insta Crimp Tool 
4Cabling Insta Crimp Plugs. Simplifies twisted pairs termination by allowing the wires to be inserted through the connector and
out the front. This feature allows the technician to verify the proper wiring order.

 

The electrical performance of the termination is optimised by pulling the connector down over the cable jacket and seating it
tightly in the rear of the connector. By reducing the distance between the wire twists and contacts, performance is optimised!

 

Suitable for use with 4Cabling Insta Crimp CAT5E and CAT6 RJ45 plugs only.

FEATURES
Crimps and trims any excess wire in a single movement. This saves time and ensures wires are all flush with the end of
the connector
Ratchet mechanism
Consistent termination
Crimps 4Cabling Insta Crimp 's
Built-in stripper for round cable
Built-in cutter

Our Insta Crimp tool features a built-in ratchet to ensure that the crimp action is consistent. The parallel crimping action
guarantees a quality crimp and the precision hardened pins ensure reliable termination each and every time.

INSTRUCTIONS
Strip the outer cable sheath approx. 30mm
Cut off any separator or nylon string flush with cable sheath being careful not to nick conductors
Fan out 8 wires and arrange them in colour code 568A. The 8 wires should be flat and neatly lined up next to one
another
Insert through crimp tool with any excess wire protruding out the front
Insert the plug into the correct position on the crimping tool
Squeeze the tool firmly, this will terminate the wires and cut off any excess cable length
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INSTRUCTIONAL VIDEO

WARRANTY
1-year limited warranty
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